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Literary papers, circa 2000-2006, of James Robertson relating to Joseph Knight 
(London: Fourth Estate, 2003) and The Testament of Gideon Mack (London: Hamish 
Hamilton, 2006). 
 
James Robertson is a poet, novelist, short story writer and editor, writing in English 
and Scots.  He was born in Kent in 1958, but grew up in Bridge of Allan, Stirlingshire 
from the age of six. After studying history at Edinburgh University, and gaining a PhD 
on the novels of Sir Walter Scott, he worked in various jobs, including bookselling, 
before becoming a full-time writer.  His first book, a collection of short stories, was 
published in 1991, and since then he has published more than twenty books, for both 
adults and children.  From 1993 to 1995 Robertson was writer-in-residence at 
Brownsbank Cottage, the former home of the poet Hugh MacDiarmid.  He is a 
founder, editor and contributing author to the Scots language children’s imprint Itchy 
Coo, and established the pamphlet-publishing imprint Kettillonia in 1999. 
 
For earlier papers see Acc.12113. 
 
Bought, 2011. 
 
 
The collection is arranged as follows: 
 

1-10  Joseph Knight. 
11-17  The Testament of Gideon Mack. 

 
All manuscript notes, corrections and additions are in the hand of James Robertson 
unless otherwise stated (information from James Robertson). 
 
 
1-10. Joseph Knight. 
 
1. Notebook. 

Research notes, with some notes towards structure of novel; the first few 
pages apparently relate to The Testament of Gideon Mack. 

 
2. Plot summaries, manuscript and typescript notes, ‘time maps’. 

Research notes, background material including photocopies from secondary 
sources; correspondence, mainly relating to research and editing, 2000-2002; 
press cuttings concerning Black History Month, 2002. 

 
3. Joseph Knight, Parts I and II 

?First typescript draft, with James Robertson’s note on first page to Amanda 
Farquhar, a friend who had lived and studied in Jamaica, and advised on the 
Jamaican sections.  With Amanda Farquhar’s manuscript annotations. 

 
4. Joseph Knight (entire novel) 

Second typescript draft with manuscript corrections and additions. 
389 pp. 

 



5. Third typescript draft with manuscript corrections and additions. 
404 pp. 

 
6. ?Fourth typescript draft with James Robertson’s manuscript corrections and 

additions, and a small number in the hand of Leo Hollis, Robertson’s editor at 
4th Estate.  Hollis left 4th Estate for Penguin before Joseph Knight was 
published.  Hollis’s suggestions for (rejected) alternative titles are noted on 
the front page. 
488 pp. 

 
7. ?Fourth typescript draft with manuscript corrections and comments in Leo 

Hollis’s hand. 
488 pp. 

 
8. Some fragments of largely clean typescript; some pages are printed on both 

sides.  Includes typescripts of ‘an attempt (abandoned) to write the last 
section of the book in a kind of combined Scots-Jamaican patois style, from 
Joseph’s POV’ (information from James Robertson). 

 
9. Proofs, photocopied, with copy editor’s annotations. 
 
10. ‘Looking for Joseph Knight: rediscovering Scottish Black History’. 

Typescript of a talk. 
 
11-17. The Testament of Gideon Mack. 
 
11. ‘Extracts of work in progress from ‘Stone’’ (earlier title). 

Typescript.  Possibly used in application for Scottish Arts Council bursary, but 
Robertson went on to write Joseph Knight before returning to this story. 
8 ff. 

 
12. First typescript draft, originally titled ‘The Last Testament of Gideon Mack’, 

with manuscript corrections and additions. 
491 pp. 

 
13. Second typescript draft with comments of Marianne Mitchelson, wife of James 

Robertson, and a small number of manuscript corrections and additions by 
James Robertson (mainly towards the end). 
484 pp. 

 
14. ?Third typescript draft, as submitted to publisher, June 2005. 

Typescript with comments by Judy Moir, Robertson’s editor at Hamish 
Hamilton; some pencilled amendments by James Robertson at start. 
489 pp (missing some pages at end). 

 
15. ?Fourth typescript draft with a small number of suggestions by Marianne 

Mitchelson. 
474 pp. 

 



16. Page proofs, dated 19 December 2005, with James Robertson’s and 
Marianne Mitchelson’s manuscript corrections, and typescript list of same. 
387 pp. 

 
17. Proofs of book jacket, not used. 
 


